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  RELIEVING PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 
 
 

HSC Major Works Exhibition 
On Tuesday evening Year 12 students showcased their major artworks and projects in the MPC. The 2016 
students were certainly able to demonstrate their creativity in a range of different mediums. Also on display 
were their process diaries, which enabled us to see the journeys they had gone through to the final product.  
There were many excellent artworks and projects on display with the proud students and their families there 
to admire the craftsmanship and creativity of the candidates. The Visual Arts and TAS staff are also to be       
congratulated, as they have spent many additional hours with these students to ensure the final products 
were of such a high quality. 
 
Awards were presented in Visual Arts, Design and Technology and Industrial Technology. Many viewers of 

this exhibition voted for the People's Choice Award and the Principal and Deputies formed a judging panel, awarding First Place and 
Highly Commended in each area. The Award winners are noted later in this Network. 
 
HSC Music Nights 
On Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, a large crowd of parents and students supported the 2016 HSC Music candidates at their 
Performance Night. The Music 1 and 2 students all performed an entertaining showcase which was thoroughly enjoyed by those in 
attendance. Thank you to Mr Felton and Mrs Lee for organising these evenings and preparing these students for their HSC.              
Congratulations and best wishes to these candidates as they perform for the external HSC markers next week. 
 
Year 12 End of Year Activities 
Before Mr Johnson went on leave, Year 12 was spoken to about the school’s expectations of their behaviour in the period leading up 
to and during the HSC. All parents and students were emailed on 14 August, detailing the school’s expectations, as well as the    
timing and cost of the various events, including official school functions, in which Year 12 students will be involved. This letter was  
re-sent on 26 August. Any parent who did not receive a copy of this letter should contact me directly. 
 
In short, the school expects the conduct of every Year 12 student to be sensible and responsible. There is no ‘muck-up’ at this 
school, but we encourage and support celebrations which are organised, fun and represent the values of the school and our        
community. 
 
I would ask Year 12 parents to discuss with their sons and daughters any anticipated out-of-school activities and ensure these are 
conducted in a safe and thoughtful manner. 
 
Any parents/students who are planning to hold private parties are encouraged to register their party with the local police. This allows 
the police to patrol the area and be ready to respond should problems arise. 
 
Congratulations 
Mr Woo, Head Teacher Mathematics was in Melbourne last Friday to receive a prestigious ‘Choose Maths Award 2016’. He received 
this award for motivating and inspiring students in Mathematics and enhancing learning environments with creative practice. He was 
one of 10 recipients across Australia. Mr Woo certainly uses a modern teaching approach in his classroom with online learning and 
the introduction of Maths peer tutoring to CTHS. 
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HSC Visual Arts Major Works 



 

 

Year 11 AP2 Examination Period Begins 
The Year 11 AP2 examination period began on Thursday 1 September, signalling their final assessment tasks prior to heading into 
the HSC year. Students should be preparing in earnest for these exams as it is a good barometer leading up to the HSC. If a student 
cannot attend for any reason they should ensure they follow the procedures as outlined in the Student Handbook. If you have any 
queries please contact Ms Adamou, HT Stage 6, or Mr Webb, Relieving HT Administration. We also ask that ALL students be     
considerate of those completing examinations and keep the noise to an absolute minimum around the MPC. 

 
Hints and Tips for all Senior Students 
It is also important to note, during examination times, students can become anxious and stressed. With Year 11 about to begin their       
assessment period and the HSC looming ever closer, some advice and tips could be timely. Parents please try to not place           
excessive pressures on your child and keep an eye out for their welfare. There are numerous places which supply hints and tips 
about surviving examinations. I have included a quick summary below, which may assist you and your child: 

 
 Develop a reasonable study routine and stick to it 

 Not sleeping or pulling an ‘all-nighter’ will not improve performance 

 Keep good sleep patterns 

 Get regular exercise 

 Be positive! A positive outlook on things aids performance. Athletes do not visualise losing, think positive thoughts! 

 Eat properly, healthy diets fuel the brain 

 Allow time for a social life and sports 

 Keep perspective. A lower than expected result will not signal the end of the world. 

 
P&C Meeting 
The next meeting will be held on Tuesday 6 September at 8pm. These evenings provide the opportunity to discuss any issues with 
the school, as well as allowing parents to stay informed and connected with the school community. Attendees will also be treated to 
a presentation from HT Information Technology, Mr Craig Anderson, who will be discussing the BYOD program at Cherrybrook and 
the direction of computing and information management in the year to come. 

 
SASS Recognition Week 2016 
This Week acknowledges the vital role played by School Administrative Support Staff in 
all schools across NSW. This year’s theme, ‘SAS Staff Essential’, truly reflects how we 
feel about our SAS staff at CTHS. From the pleasant greeting to visitors on entering the 
school, to the efficient way administrative duties are performed on a daily basis. This 
school would not function in the same way without them. CTHS teaching staff and the 
Cherrybrook community are aware of the valuable work carried out by the SAS staff 
every day and the part they play in ensuring the smooth running of our school. 

 
Congratulations to… 

 Jenny Blundell, our first Olympian arriving home, met by Sammy Groves (Year 12), who is a   

member of the Australian Girls’ Choir. 

 
Mrs Bevan 
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HSC Major Works Exhibition 
On Tuesday evening Year 12 students showcased their major artworks and projects in the MPC. Project based subjects allow      
students to express their creativity and develop important time management skills. The documentation is a valuable tool for         
experimentation, development and evaluation of their individual ideas with students gaining valuable examination marks for their 
HSC. There were many excellent artworks and projects on display with proud students and their families on hand to admire the 
craftsmanship and creativity of the candidates. 

 
Congratulations to all of these most creative students who presented a most diverse exhibition which showcased their individual 
talents. We wish them the best of luck in their HSC exams and external marking. 

 
At the opening on Tuesday evening, awards were presented in Visual Arts, Design and Technology and Industrial Technology. Many 
viewers of this exhibition voted for the People's Choice Award and the Principal and Deputies formed a judging panel, awarding First 
Place and Highly Commended in each area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Congratulations to the CAPA and TAS staff for supporting and guiding these students, as well as displaying the artworks and      
projects. Many additional hours outside of school have been spent in ensuring these students complete these major works to the 
best of their ability. 

 
HSC Music Nights 
On Tuesday and Wednesday evenings a large crowd of parents and students supported the Performance Night of the HSC Music 
candidates from 2016. The Music 1 and 2 students all performed an entertaining showcase which had the crowd tapping and       
bopping along. Thank you to Mr Felton and Mrs Lee for organising the evenings and preparing these students for their HSC.       
Congratulations and best wishes to these candidates on Tuesday and Thursday, as they perform for the external HSC markers. 

 
Ms Donoghue, Head Teacher CAPA 
 
 
Year 10 2017 Aboriginal Studies Accelerated Class 
An information session will be held next Tuesday evening for Year 10 students in 2017, who are interested in undertaking the       
accelerated Aboriginal Studies class. The program has been running very successfully for a few years at CTHS and a Year 10 and 
Year 11 group are currently completing this HSC course. 

 
As part of the Gifted and Talented programs at CTHS, students identified by teachers, have been individually invited to participate 
and attend the Information Night next week. Other students, who are interested in the course, are welcome to attend this session 
and apply for the course. Current students will be present to answer questions. All parents and students welcome. 

 
Date: Tuesday 6 September 2016 
Time: 6.00pm - 6.40pm 
Venue: A2.11 

 
Mr Searle, Head Teacher HSIE 
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Visual Arts 
People’s Choice Award: Sylvia Rais 
First Place:   Laura Stockwell 
Highly Commended:  Ashleigh Searle, Rachael Soo 
    & Bertin Huynh 

Industrial Technology - Timber/Furnishings 
Highly Commended: Thomas Winkcup 
   & James Jepsen 

 

Design and Technology 
People’s Choice Award: Laura Stockwell 

Industrial Technology - Graphics 
First Place:  Brandon Hon 
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HSC Music Students 
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Colonial Times revisited on a day when the weather Gods didn’t cooperate! 
On Wednesday 24 August the Stage 5 Australian Cuisine class and the Year 11 Food Technology students accompanied each other 
for an excursion to Vaucluse House. The day dawned to leaden skies and relentless rain to the point of minor flooding on the way 
home. 

 
However, this didn’t dampen the day’s activities which were entitled Pickled, Potted and Preserved. Students pickled lemons, potted 
handmade butter and preserved lemons for lemonade. 

 
Here are some words the students gave to describe the day: “Fun, loved the lemonade!” x 3, “Interesting” x 4, “Fascinating,          
wonderful, effervescent, yummy, lovely, awesome, incredible, wet, cool beans, amazing, best lemonade, like time travelling, cold, 
educational, motivational and inspiring.” 

 
Mrs Robinson, Head Teacher TAS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Australian School Orienteering 
Melissa Annetts, Year 12, will compete in the upcoming Australian Orienteering Championships to be held in the September school 
holidays in Queensland. Melissa is the Team Captain and an experienced competitor. She will help team coaches and officials guide 
and mentor all team members, as well as compete in the relay, long and sprint competitions. She recently competed in the NSW 
Schools Championships (27 and 28 August) where she placed second in the Sprint and Middle events. We wish Melissa all the best 
at the championships. 

 
Mr Annetts 
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SCIENCE NEWS 
 
 
Science Week Results 
Jack Turner, Oliver Smith, Jason Lombard and Ryan Jones from 9SCIK, secured First Place in the Tower Building Contest. Harry 
Kuo, Nishant Gopal, Leo Liao and Andy Lay from 9SCII, were proud achievers of Second Place. This was closely followed by Adam 
Bourne, Nathan Cowell, Matthew Sweatman and Ethan Tang from 9SCIC, in Third Place. 

 
Victor Yoshida, Edison Siew, Kevin Fu and Michael Ross from 8SCIR, won First Place in the Bridge Building. There was a tie for 
Second, with Nathan Jenkins, Alisha Rana, Arabi Sathiyapal and Fiona Wang from 8SCIL, as well as Hoang Le, Albert Kim, Tarryn 
Galt from 8SCIE, taking the Honours. 

 
Congratulations to the winners and to all Year 8 and Year 9 students who participated in the competitions. A big thank you to all   
students and staff who volunteered their time and contributed to the success of these events. 

 
Ms Yang 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Aurecon Bridge Competition 
On 9 August, Matthew Sweatman, Jordan Anderson and Ross McRobb, accompanied by Mr Byrne, went to the Art Gallery of New 
South Wales to attend the 2016 Aurecon Bridge Building Competition. The bridge we constructed was a truss bridge made from just 
under 300 paddle pop sticks and PVA glue which took roughly two weeks to build. The competition commenced at 9am and saw 
many bridges fall under the pressure of varying loads. After waiting patiently for a while it was finally our turn to test the bridge. We 
took our bridge up to the judges so that they could have a close look at its features. We received full marks for the bridge ‘efficiency’, 
for how easily a toy car can run across the structure. Next we turned to the testing rig which is where our bridge would be put under 
some real pressure. We watched as the engineers from Aurecon attached the equipment that applied the downward force on the 
bridge. It was a nervous few minutes as they started to increase the weight on to the bridge, watching as the bridge flexed and was 
pulled down towards the ground. 
 
Our bridge ended up breaking under 75 kilograms, which was an amazing achievement for the school as the previous record was 39 
kilograms. There were a few bridges that did hold more weight than ours, with the record of the day reaching 195 kilograms, but we 
were happy with the end result and had a great day in the Art Gallery. 

 
Ross McRobb, Year 9 
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Students participating in the Aurecon Bridge Building Competition 

Students participating in the Tower Building Competition 



 

 

SCIENCE NEWS (cont’d) 
 
 
STEM of Planetary Exploration 
On Friday 19 August, a select group of Year 9 and 10 students, Kirtik Singh, Kaustubh Patel, Sandeep Darapuneni, Harish          
Abimanju, Konrad Cuevas, Dylan Vellani, Matthew Barrett, Angad Ahuja, Ethan Leung, from Year 10 science and three students, 
Charlene Jee, Daniel Monteiro and Raghav Lall, from the Year 9 STEM class, were invited to a Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics (STEM) excursion to learn about space travel and journeying to Mars. We travelled by train to the University of 
Sydney under the supervision of Mrs Bignold. There, we were ushered into a lecture room joined by students from other schools. We 
were given a welcome address by a representative from the AIAA (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) followed by a 
highly engaging and informative presentation about Deep Space Exploration by Dr Randi Wessen, who is from NASA’s Jet          
Propulsion Laboratory in California. He was a captivating speaker, who I would recommend to anyone if they have the opportunity to 
hear him speak. The students were then split into groups and sent off to do activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our first task was to design a Mars Rover which would scale Olympus Mons, the tallest mountain on Mars, 
complete with drills, wheels, transmitters and everything essential for a Mars rover. Each group’s design 
was presented to the rest of the students and then given feedback from Dr Wessen. It was interesting to 
hear that many of what we thought as crazy ideas, had actually been considered or incorporated by NASA 
engineers into different planetary exploration vehicles. 
 
In the next session, we learnt about launching rockets and were given the exciting opportunity to test out 
Virtual Reality headsets, either teleporting through our solar system or attempting to safely land a rocket on 
a platform in the middle of the ocean. I must say I particularly enjoyed flinging Saturn into the sun, even if 
only in a simulated universe! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our final assignment was to work collaboratively to remotely operate a Mars rover. This activity was designed to mirror what        
happens at NASA during planetary exploration. The rover was in the Mars Lab, a robotics lab and re-creation of the Martian surface, 
established within Sydney’s Powerhouse Museum. We were divided into teams which rotated between different tasks either         
responsible for inputting driving commands, sending camera commands, manning communications between all the teams and the 
correspondent at the Mars Lab or overseeing the whole plan. As you can guess with many back seat drivers there were some      
arguments but also many funny moments. This was especially the case when we discovered a ‘martian’ walking across the Mars 
landscape to turn the rover on and off because it didn’t want to respond to our input commands. 
 
The day flew by so quickly because we were having so much fun while learning the most fascinating things about space! A huge 
thank you to Mrs Bignold for shepherding us around the city. The excursion was definitely a very memorable and inspiring           
experience. 
 
Charlene Jee, Year 9 
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CTHS students at the lecture 

Charlene using virtual reality to 
navigate the universe 

Angad and Harish heading the 
communication team 

Some of the boys actively involved in 
the Mars Rover’s camera control 



 

 

FROM THE LIBRARY 
 
 
The Children's Book Council of Australia Book of the Year Award 
This award promotes quality literature, supports and encourages Australian writers and illustrators and celebrates contributions to 
Australian children's literature. 
 
This year’s winners to find in CTHS library include: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Younger Readers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many of these authors have other titles and we also have many past winners in our collection. 
 
The e-book survey is finished and results are as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The library will consider options and costs. Remember Hornsby Shire Library and Information Service, as well as other public       
libraries, give you access to many resources for learning and leisure. 
 
Ms Halder and Mrs Sorensen 
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Winner 

Winner 

Winner 

Picture Books 

Older Readers 
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WEEKLY SPORTS REPORT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Boys’ State Softball 
Congratulations to the boys’ open softball team for competing and finishing sixth in the State Championships on 23 and 24 August in 
Newcastle. The team qualified for the Final 16 Championships by winning all four rounds in Sydney North. In the first match, at the 
State Titles, they played against Westfields Sports HS B and comprehensively defeated them 18-0 to progress to the top eight. In a 
tight affair, Westfields Sports A managed to get on top late in the game to defeat Cherrybrook 20–5. 

 
After a night of refuelling, with some of the biggest and best chicken schnitzels at a local restaurant, the boys came back the next 
day to play off for fifth to eighth position. After a slow start in the first game, a seven run final innings enabled the team to win 13-12 
in a very exciting finish, much to the annoyance of the opposition supporters and coaches of Callaghan College. 

 
In the final game the team played very well, but unfortunately lost 8-7 to eventually finish in sixth place. This was a great effort     
considering the minimal softball experience within the squad. Special thanks go to all the parents who supported the team by   
providing transport and supervision throughout the three days and to the Greenway Giants Baseball Club for providing assistance 
throughout the year. 

 
Mr Monahan 

 
Grade Sport 

 A reminder to all Year 9 and 10 students - sport rolls are finalised and bus and venue invoices have been sent, therefore you 

are no longer able to change your sport 

 Next week we are playing Carlingford High School - boys’ teams are playing at Cherrybrook and girls are away. 

 
Year 8 Gala Day 

 All Year 8 students will be receiving their Gala Day notes during PDHPE lessons next week (Week 8) 

 Stage 5 students that would like to be a coach at Year 8 Gala Day, need to sign up through Sentral. Click on dashboard then 

activities then sign in Year 8 Gala Day coaching application. 

 
Knockout Sport 

 Congratulations to the Year 9 and 10 girls’ netball team for their participation at the Sydney North Carnival and we wish the 

Year 7 and 8’s good luck for this Friday. 

 
Georgia Clements and Jack Dickinson, Sports Promotion Officers 2016-2017 
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Back Row (L to R):  Mr Monahan, Lucas Wright, Thomas Pellow, Mitchell Baker, Connor Sainsbury 
Lachlan Cranfield, Tom Simpson 

Front Row (L to R):  Alex Pellow, Hamish Baker, Liam Harris, Christian Wheeler, Ashley Eaton 



 

 

CAREERS UPDATE 
 
 
Open Days - Saturday 3 September 
UNSW:  https://www.futurestudents.unsw.edu.au/open-day 
UNSW Art and Design:  For more information and registration, http://bit.ly/29XrQcg. Corner of Oxford St and Greens Rd, Paddington 
Sydney, 9.00am - 4.00pm. 
National Art School:  10.00am - 4.00pm 
University of South Australia in Sydney:  11.00am - 5.00pm 
 
 
Community Forum - Western Sydney University Doctors, A fresh approach to Medicine 
At the Ingham Institute for Applied Medical Research, Liverpool on Tuesday 11 October 
2016 (see attached invitation), commencing at 5.30pm 
 
 
University of Sydney Engineering Leadership Scholarships 
Applications close, 14 October 2016. Students will take part in an annual structured           
professional experience placement with a leading firm. Scholars will also receive leadership 
insights through working with the University of Sydney’s John Grill Centre for Project     
Leadership and by having direct access to an industry mentor. 
Contact:  engineering.scholarships@sydney.edu.au 
http://sydney.edu.au/engineering/scholarships/undergraduate/future/leadership.shtml 
 
 
Free Automotive Pre Apprenticeship Course 
Starts 9am, 5 September and runs for 2 weeks. Level 1, 8 - 10 Palmer Street, Parramatta. 
Contact:  Michael Wentworth, mwentworth@mtaplus.com.au 
 
 
Becoming an Architect 
Architects are professionally trained designers who work on buildings and the built environment. They combine creative design with 
a wide range of technical knowledge to provide integrated solutions for built and natural environments. Find out more at: 
http://www.architecture.com.au/architecture/national/becoming-an-architect 
 
 
Careers in Nuclear Medicine 
Nuclear Medicine is an exciting branch of medical radiations that uses radioactive materials in the form of radiopharmaceuticals to 
generate images that are used to diagnose diseases and in the form of radioisotopes to treat disease or relieve pain. 
http://www.nuclearmedicine.org.au/ 
 
 
My Health Career: ATARS for Exercise Science and Dentistry Courses 
Throughout September, My Health Career will be publishing the ATARs for every     
undergraduate health course in Australia. 
 
 
ATARs for every Exercise Science course in Australia: 
https://www.myhealthcareer.com.au/exercise+science/exercise+science-atar 
ATARs for every Dentistry course in Australia: 
https://www.myhealthcareer.com.au/dentistry/ATAR-for-dentistry 
 
 
The Young Endeavour: 2016 Youth Development Voyages 
The Young Endeavour undertakes around twenty voyages each year with 24 young Australians and nine specially trained Royal 
Australian Navy crew, usually for an eleven day adventure at sea. The ballot is now open for applications. Eligible Australians, aged 
16 - 23, can apply for Youth Development voyages sailing from January to June 2017. http://www.youngendeavour.gov.au/ 
 
 
Mrs Ferguson and Mrs Bower 
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CALENDAR - Term 3 Week 8A 

Monday 
5 September 

 Year 11 AP2 Exams 

 HSC Music Submitted Works hand-in 

 Year 12 Ancient History Excursion 

 Stage 4 Public Speaking Final - A2.26 

Tuesday 
6 September 

 Year 11 AP2 Exams 

 P&C Executive Meeting - 7pm, ‘A’ Block Conference Room 

 P&C General Meeting - 8pm, Staff Common Room 

 HSC Music Performance Exams 

Wednesday 
7 September 

 Year 11 AP2 Exams 

 CHS Athletics Carnival 

 Year 9 Program (Girls per 1-2; Boys per 3-4) - C2.1 

Thursday 
8 September 

 Year 11 AP2 Exams 

 CHS Athletics Carnival 

 Year 9 Girls' Program - per 1-2 

 HSC Music Performance Exams 

Friday 
9 September 

 Year 11 AP2 Exams 

 CHS Athletics Carnival 


